SIG-USE 2011 Workshop: Information Used Across Domains
Information Behavior ⇄ Leisure Studies

My academic career is organized around the question: *What is the nature of information in the pleasures of life?* I am investigating this matter through the concatenated study of information behavior in serious leisure1 (Stebbins, 1982) activities, which are crossroads of information and enjoyment. My empirical research explores the use and structure of leisure information on personal and social levels (Hartel, 2006a, 2007, 2010b, 2010c, 2011) and my theoretical work conceptualizes the relationship between leisure and information (Hartel, 2003, 2005, 2010a; Kari & Hartel, 2007). Out of necessity, this project is interdisciplinary and borrows substantially from the field of leisure studies, sometimes referred to as the *happy science*.

Specifically, from leisure studies I apply a framework known as The Serious Leisure Perspective (SLP). The SLP is a grounded theory of leisure introduced in 1973 by sociologist Robert A. Stebbins that is now the center of an international, multidisciplinary research program. It provides macrosocial, microsocial, and psychological insights into the leisure experience and establishes a platform for information research. The framework classifies leisure activities into different forms, establishes their general orientation to information, provides sensitizing concepts (such as the “leisure career”), and illuminates social organization. I cannot imagine conducting research into information phenomena within leisure without this organizing rubric! For almost a decade I have been advocating the adoption of the SLP within information studies to make information behavior research into leisure phenomena more rigorous, systematic, comparable, and generalizable (Hartel, 2003).

In practice, working “across domains” means: spending 25% of my time reading the leisure studies literature; building relationships with leisure scholars (such as my long-running partnership with the architect of the SLP, Robert A. Stebbins); managing a website devoted to the SLP; writing papers and hosting panels (Hartel, 2006b, Hartel, Kari, Stebbins, Bates, 2009, 2010a) that bring together the two fields; responding to emails from interested students and scholars in both areas; including units on leisure in all my courses at the Faculty of Information; and designing one course dedicated exclusively to leisure information phenomena (in progress).

Theoretically, interdisciplinary scholarship requires challenging *translation work* (Palmer & Neumann, 2002). That is, major information behavior concepts must be reconciled with existing leisure tenets, and vice-versa (⇔). Effective translation work is time-consuming but ultimately invisible to readers. Interdisciplinary approaches are much lauded by the university but in actuality are not always productive nor supported. I spend too much time explaining and defending leisure concepts to my information studies peers; the necessary workload accommodations and funding are not provided to participate fully in the social worlds of both disciplines; and less time and energy are available to focus on information phenomena.

1 *Serious leisure* is free-time activity “that people find so substantial, interesting, and fulfilling that, in the typical case, they launch themselves on a career centered on acquiring and expressing a combination of its special skills, knowledge, and experience” (Stebbins, 1992, p. 3).
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